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1. Introduction

The performance of a high-power laser facility (HPLF) heav-
ily depends on the quality of the laser beam produced there 
[1, 2]. However, there are many factors leading to the dete-
rioration of beam quality, such as material defects, thermal 
distortion, manufacturer error, gas density variations and the 
presence of dust in the environment. These factors would 
result in a non-ideal or deformed wave-front, which could 
cause serious problems such as self-focusing [3], leading to 
serious damage to optical components, decreased couple effi-
ciency [4], and eventually, the degradation of the performance 

of the entire facility [5]. This highlights the importance of 
laser beam quality diagnostics and accurate focus predic-
tion in the routine running of an HPLF. Apart from the most 
commonly used techniques based on the direct imaging of 
near-field and far-field wave-fronts, several methods [6] have 
been proposed to monitor the changes that occur in the phase 
distribution of the laser wave-front. Although interferometers 
[7] are reliable and highly accurate, their complex structure 
and the high demands they make on the environment make 
it practically difficult for them to take side-by-side measure-
ments. The Shack–Hartmann sensor is one such commonly 
used device in the field of high-power lasers for monitoring 
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experiments with diagnostic beams and seed pulses with deactivated amplifiers in our high-
power laser system.
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the phase of the laser beam with a compact structure. In fact,  
it has been successfully used for accurate focal-spot diag-
nostics at full energy in the OMEGA EP Laser System with 
careful calibration [8]. Nevertheless, the wave-front measured 
by the Shack–Hartmann sensor is a weighted average of the 
phase slopes taken across each micro-lens, and it is not very 
efficient for steep local wave-front slopes or large slope varia-
tions [9]. Furthermore, the finite number and size of the micro-
lenses are additional obstacles to targeting higher resolution. 
As a consequence, the near-field approach in [8] has to face 
the challenges associated with the limitations of the Shack–
Hartmann sensor. The ideal laser beam diagnostics device used 
in an HPLF should count on the convenience of the Hartmann 
sensor while providing a resolution level comparable to that of 
an interferometer. It is still a challenging task to achieve both 
things in side-by-side beam quality diag nostics in an HPLF. 
Phase retrieval, which has been proved to be an efficient tech-
nique for wave-front reconstruction in the field of visible light 
[10, 11], x-ray [12, 13] and electron imaging [14, 15] with 
one or several intensity measurements, could be an alterna-
tive tool to existing techniques for wave-front estimation in an 
HPLF considering its theoretically diffraction-limited resolu-
tion and simple setup [16, 17]. Several meaningful pieces of 
work based on phase retrieval for focal-spot characterization 
on the beam lines of the OMEGA EP have been done by Bahk 
et al [8, 18, 19]. A recent phase retrieval scheme works with 
one near-field measurement and several multiplane focal-
spot intensity measurements, which is easy to accomplish 
in the target chamber [18]. A wave rms (root mean square) 
within 0.07 is available between phase retrieval and direct 
measurement in the test-bed setup. Fine agreement between 
phase retrieval and direct measurement is also observed in the 
multi-terawatt system when the glass amplifiers are not acti-
vated. A phase retrieval scheme based on the gradient-search 
algorithm has been employed to improve the poor focal-spot 
intensity prediction of the wave-front sensor [19] by retriev-
ing the differential piston phase in the OMEGA EP beam. The 
mean cross-correlation between direct measurement and phase 
retrieval prediction has improved from 0.78 to 0.94 among a 
large number of on-shot measurements. The phase retrieval 
algorithm has been proved to be a reliable method for wave-
front measurement and focal-spot prediction in an HPLF.

In this paper, a novel phase retrieval algorithm based on the 
phase modulation and coherent modulation imaging (CMI) 
proposed by Zhang [20–22] is demonstrated to provide an 
alternative scheme for wave-front diagnostics in an HPLF, 
and the basic experiments for focal-spot prediction have 
been reported by He [23]. Unlike previously used coherent  
diffractive imaging methods with multiple measurements 
which guarantee convergence, CMI uses only a single-shot 
diffraction intensity and is able to achieve a fast convergence 
speed due to random phase modulation. The compactness 
of the measurement unit, including a CCD (charge-coupled 
device) and a pre-characterized phase plate, makes it easy to 
place in the target chamber or anywhere in the HPLF. The fea-
sibility of the developed device has been verified by a series 
of experiments in our high-power laser system for both the 
diagnostic beam and the seed pulse.

2. Principle of wave-front reconstruction

The basic setup for wave-front reconstruction is illustrated 
in figure 1. Only the portion of the beam which needs to be 
diagnosed is shown in the figure. The sample beam is conv-
erged by a focusing lens. The entrance plane is chosen as the 
focal plane where the beam propagates through a small hole.  
A single-shot diffraction pattern, I, is recorded after the sam-
ple beam is scattered by a pre-characterized phase plate, D. 
If the setup is located in the target chamber, the beam which 
comes out of the final optic assembly in the HPLF is already 
converging; hence the focusing lens can be omitted from the 
setup. It should be noted that the small hole in the entrance 
plane, no matter whether real or virtual, is regarded as a rigid 
constriction during the iteration process and responsible for 
the success of phase reconstruction.

The reconstruction of the wave-front in the entrance plane 
is realized through iterations between three planes: the diffrac-
tion plane, phase plate plane and entrance plane. The distance 
between them is marked as T and L respectively. With numer-
ical computation, it was also possible to retrieve the wave-front 
in any other plane—near or far-field—at the same time. If the 
setup is located in the target chamber, the intensity distribution 
in the entrance plane is exactly the same as the focal-spot predic-
tion. For near-field wave-front diagnostics outside the chamber, 
it is necessary to subtract the phase of the focusing lens along 
with accurate calibration. The reconstruction process starts with 
a random guess, φ1, of the incident wave in the entrance plane 
and is similar to the algorithm in [20] but with minor changes. 
The nth iteration is briefly described as follows:

 (1) Propagate φn from the entrance plane to the phase plate 
plane at a distance T and obtain ϕ φ= T,n nℑ[ ], where ℑ 
represents the propagation operator.

 (2) Multiply ϕn by the transmission function of phase plate 
D and propagate it further by a distance L to the diffrac-
tion plane. The corresponding estimation of diffraction is 
ψ ϕ ω= =D L E, exp in n n nℑ[ ] ( ), where En and ωn are the 
amplitude and phase respectively.

 (3) Replace En with the I  (square root of recorded diffrac-
tion intensity) while keeping the phase ωn unchanged. 
The revised diffraction wave is ( )ψ ω=′ I exp in n .

Figure 1. The basic scheme of beam diagnostics based on phase 
modulation.

Laser Phys. Lett. 13 (2016) 055001
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 (4) Back propagate ψ′n to the phase plate plane and update the 
incident wave as

ϕ ϕ
α
β ψ ϕ= +

+
−′ ′−D

D

D

D
L D

*
,n n n n

max
2

1(ℑ [ ] ) (1)

  where α and β are appropriately chosen constants and I−1 
represents the back propagation process.

 (5) Propagate ϕ′n back to the entrance plane and then obtain 
a new estimation of entrance wave according to equa-
tion (2).

φ ϕ γ ϕ φ= + − −′ ′+
− −S T S T, 1 , .n R n n R n n n1

1 1ℑ [ ] ( )(ℑ [ ] )( ) ( ) (2)

  The parameter γ is an appropriately chosen constant. SR(n) 
is a zero-padding logical mask with a value of 1 inside 
the central circle, while its radius R(n) increases with the 
iteration number n and goes up until the maximum, Rmax.

 (6) Repeat steps 1–5 until the sum squared error RMS  =   

∑ −
∑

E I
In

2 2

2 is sufficiently small. The reconstructed wave-
front in the entrance plane is the focal-spot prediction and 
the near-field wave-front can be numerically calculated 
after accurate calibrations.

3. Experiment

A series of experiments have been completed in our high-power 
laser system, which is under construction at the Shanghai 
Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, CAS. Figure 2 shows 
the basic scheme of the system. The diagnostic setup, includ-
ing the recording device (CCD) and pre-characterized phase 
plate, is shown in a box marked in red. The experiments were 
completed with a diagnostic beam and seed pulse (both at 
1053 nm, 1 Hz) when the amplifiers are not activated. The 
diagnostic beam, which is on the order of microseconds, is 
used for collimation and assembly while the seed pulse, on 
the order of nanoseconds, is used for the routine running of 
the HPLF. Laser pulses with a diameter of 300 mm are intro-
duced by the sample mirror located in front of the final optic 

assembly and focused by a lens with a focal length of 2.75 m. 
The sample beam is then scattered by the phase plate located 
beyond the focal spot after reflection by the mirror LM. The 
recording device used in the experiments is a CCD with a 
cell size of 9 μm and the distance between focal spot, phase 
plate and recording device are T  =  80.3 mm and L  =  72.3 mm 
respectively. The binary phase delay, 0 or π, designed for a 
1053 nm laser pulse with a dimension of 18 μm  ×  18 μm,  
is randomly allocated in a 20 mm  ×  20 mm section  at the  
center of the phase plate. The phase plate is pre-characterized 
with the ePIE (extended ptychographical iterative engine) 
algorithm after mounting it on a motorized biaxial transla-
tion stage. In eliminating translation errors, positional error 
correction algorithms [24–26] were also employed for more 
accurate characterization. A quantity of 225 diffraction pat-
terns with a matrix size of 2048  ×  2048 pixels were recorded 
for reconstruction, despite the resulting computations being 
time consuming indeed. A GPU device, NVIDIA Tesla K40c, 
was used to speed up the computation by more than 20 times 
in comparison to an i7 CPU for the same computation load.  
It is worth mentioning that the actual reconstructed phase 
plate could be represented by D  =  γE(x,y)ei(αx+βy) where γ, α, 
and β are constants and E(x,y) is the exact complex transmis-
sion function of the phase plate. Since there is no difference in 
the diffraction pattern when the probe beam is divided by the 
phase slope γei(αx+βy), the factor γei(αx+βy) does not interfere 
with accurate wave-front diagnostics or focal-spot intensity 
prediction.

Figures 3(a) and (b) illustrate the artificial phase plates 
and the microscopic images respectively. The phase delay 
differences come from the different etching depth on the 
quartz substrate. The parts of the reconstructed phase plate 
including amplitude and phase are shown in figures 3(c) and 
(d) respectively. As designed, the reconstructed phase delay 
between the sections of black and gray in figure 3(d) is about 
π for a 1053 nm laser pulse. Figure 3(e) shows the phase pro-
file along the red dashed line in figure 3(d), and it is obvious 
that the phase delay difference is close to π, while a distinct 
phase slope exists along the horizontal coordinate. The phase 

Figure 2. The basic scheme for single-shot beam diagnostics in high-power laser systems.

Laser Phys. Lett. 13 (2016) 055001
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saltation and noise in figures 3(c) and (d) are inevitable with 
the ePIE algorithm. Although the phase plate has a size of 
20 mm  ×  20 mm, only a section of about 8 mm  ×  8 mm makes 
sense, due to the size of the incident wave on the phase plate. 
The black borderline throughout the phase plate in figures 3(b) 
and (c) comes from the absence of high-order information 
due to the finite numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope 
and the CCD, and hence reduces the phase plate characteri-
zation precision. Furthermore, the error will inevitably affect 
the final resolution of the wave reconstruction and should be 
reduced as much as possible.

After all the diffraction patterns have been recorded, the 
phase plate should be moved to center by the translation stage 
and the relative position between the phase plate and the CCD 
is also determined. Figure  4(a) shows the main part of the 
experiment setup, including the CCD, phase plate and attenu-
ation sheet. The sample beam is also shown by the red draw-
ing. The setup can be made more compact if the phase plate 
is mounted on the CCD after removing the translation stages 
when pre-characterization is finished. A sample of a recorded 
single-shot diffraction pattern is shown in figure 4(b), which 
was done after the calibration of the optical path. The magni-
fied view in the top-right corner of figure 4(b) provides more 
details. The energy of the diffraction pattern is scattered over a 
wider section with homogenized intensity and leads to a more 
mutual interference between different orders of diffractions. 
This is helpful for taking full advantage of the CCD’s dynamic 
range, and at the same time, also leads to a faster convergence 
of iterations. The reconstruction starts with a random guess of 

the entrance wave in the focal plane and is completed in 27 s 
after 400 iterations with a matrix size of 2048  ×  2048. The 
speed of the calculation can be further accelerated if C++ is 
used in place of Matlab. Figure 4(c) shows the corresponding 
reconstructed phase distribution of figure  4(b) with distinct 
details in the inset. The dynamic process of reconstruction for 
a diagnostic beam is illustrated by media 1.

Figures 5(a)–(f ) show the reconstructions of the diagnostic 
beam and seed pulse respectively. The reconstructed amplitude 
and phase of the sample wave, ϕ, falling on the phase plate 
are illustrated in figures  5(a) and (b) respectively. The scale 
bar on them is 900 μm. The shape of the retrieved wave in 
figure 5(a) is a square with obvious straight-edge diffraction. 
This is because the size of the incident wave is larger than  
the reflecting mirror LM shown in figure 1. However, most of 
the energy in the incident wave is reflected successfully by the 
LM by a width of about 4.6 mm. The mirror LM is included 
to avoid propagation in a straight forward direction because 
of space constraints in the lab. As shown in figure  5(b), the 
illumination on the phase plate is similar to a spherical wave, 
while a relatively weak wave-front distortion is submerged in 
the phase, having a large gradient introduced by the focusing 
lens. The experiment was also repeated with the seed pulse and 
the retrieved amplitude and phase of the incident wave in the 
same plane are shown in figures 5(d) and (e) respectively. The 
phase distribution is similar to figure 5(b), but the amplitude is 
circular with a diameter of 3.2 mm. This is because there is an 
additional hole placed between the LM and the entrance plane 
for intense attenuation of the focal spot, as shown in the 3D 

Figure 3. (a) Photo of the manufactured phase plate and (b) its microscopic image. (c) The reconstructed amplitude and (d) phase of 
the phase plate with the ePIE algorithm. The scale bar in (c) and (d) is 90 μm. The binary phase delay is random, 0 or π, designed for a 
1053 nm laser pulse. The plot (e) is the phase profile taken across the red dashed line in (d) and the horizontal coordinate showing the pixel 
size and vertical coordinate is in radians.

Figure 4. (a) Experiment setup; (b) the recorded diffraction pattern and (c) the reconstructed phase of (b) (the corresponding iterative 
process is illustrated by media 1 (stacks.iop.org/LPL/13/055001/mmedia)). The scale bars in (b) and (c) are 1.8 mm and 0.9 mm 
respectively. The scale bar on the right of (c) is in radians.

Laser Phys. Lett. 13 (2016) 055001
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plot of the focal-spot intensity of the seed pulse in figure 5(f ). 
Compared to the focal-spot intensity of the diagnostic beam in 
figure 5(c), the maximum intensity is only about 2200, while 
the corresponding value for the diagnostic beam is about 4300. 
Since the pre-characterized phase plate is D  =  γE(x,y)ei(αx+βy), 
according to energy conservation, the amplitude of the retrieved 
wave in front of the phase plate is to be multiplied by γ−1 com-
pared to the actual value. In our experiments, the amplitude of 
the complex transmittance of the phase plate γE(x,y) obtained 
by ePIE ranges around 30, while it should be less than 1 for a 
quartz substrate. As a consequence, the actual dynamic range 
of focal-spot intensity should be much bigger than 2200 when 
considering the factor γ, which is a fatal obstacle for the direct 
measurement of far-field intensity with a CCD of finite dynamic 
range—especially in the target chamber.

The encircled energy of the far-field wave is one of the 
most important parameters for high-power laser facilities. For 
example, the defense-related goal for the National Ignition 
Facility is that 50% of all designated energy—1.8 MJ for 192 
beams— should be converged within 100 μm in a 600 μm  
Hohlraum target. Figure  6(a) illustrates the revolution of 
encircled energy within the circles of a different radius on 
the focal spot of the diagnostic beam and seed pulse. The red 
and blue lines represent the seed pulse and diagnostic beam 
respectively. The variation trends for both of them are similar 
and the corresponding encircled energy R80 and R90 is about 
30.6 μm and 45 μm respectively. This is about 2.6 times and 
3.8 times the diffraction-limited focal-spot energy size for 
R80 and R90 respectively, ignoring the lost energy due to the 

mirror LM. The hole located between the LM and the entrance 
plane for the seed pulse may account for the lower encircled 
energy for the same radius compared to the diagnostic beam. 
Since the energy concentration can be calculated, the relative  
positions of the focal spot can also be measured to evalu-
ate the stability of laser beams in high-power laser facilities. 
Figure  6(b) illustrates the statistical focal-spot positions of 
255 consecutive shots in 255 s, and the blue dots represent the 
position of the highest energy points of the seed pulse focal 
spot. It can be seen that the focal spots randomly jitter within 
a circle of 41.4 μm in diameter. This instability mainly comes 
from air dist ortion due to air-conditioning and people walking 
around, rather than thermal distortion and gas density varia-
tions, considering that the amplifiers are not activated.

Unlike other direct diagnostic techniques, a notable advan-
tage of phase retrieval is that it can also be extended to retrieve 
the wave-front at any arbitrary plane by numerical computa-
tion. This is illustrated in figure 7, where a series of diag nostic 
beam intensities were generated at several planes spaced out 
evenly on either side of the focal plane. This is a simple yet 
efficient way to analyze beam distribution in any arbitrary 
plane with accurate calibration. Characterizing the complex 
transmission function in the focal plane precisely would 
mean that the complex transmission function in the near-
field was also available simultaneously. Figure  8 provides 
another example of near-field wave-front diagnostics taken 
just in front of the focusing lens by assuming that the lens is 
ideal without any aberrations. The reconstructed amplitude is 
shown in figure 8(a). The phase part is shown in figure 8(b) 

Figure 5. (a)–(f ) are the results of the diagnostic beam and seed pulse respectively. The reconstructed amplitude and phase of the sample 
beam on the phase plate are illustrated in (a) and (b) respectively; (c) is the 3D intensity plot of the focal spot; (g) and (h) are the amplitude 
and phase of the wave closely in front of the phase plate respectively; ( j) is the 3D focal-spot intensity of the seed pulse. The maximums in 
(c) and (f) are about 4300 and 2200 respectively. The unit of the colorized scale bar on the right of (b) and (c) is rad.

Laser Phys. Lett. 13 (2016) 055001
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with the corresponding unwrapped phase in figure 8(c). The 
figures show only a part of the diagnostic beam, as it was not 
fully reflected by the mirror LM with a dimension less than 

the beam width. Aberrations in the lens must be taken into 
account to obtain a very accurate description of the wave-front 
in such cases.

Figure 6. (a) Shows the encircled energy for the diagnostic beam and seed pulse; the length of each pixel is 1.8 μm; (b) is the retrieved focal-
spot distribution for 255 seed pulses with consecutive single-shots in 255 s. The focal spots jitter in the circle with a diameter of 41.4 μm.

Figure 7. The intensity in a series of planes with a different deviation distance to focus plane according to numerical calculations. The 
distance between the adjacent planes is 4 mm.

Figure 8. (a) The amplitude of the diagnostic beam just before the convergent lens with a width of 17.8 cm. (b) The corresponding phase 
distribution of the sample beam; (c) the unwrapped phase of (b) where the peak-to-valley value in the central circle with a diameter of 
12.3 cm is 3.26 rad. The vertical scales are in radians.

Laser Phys. Lett. 13 (2016) 055001
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The spatial resolution of the setup is studied using a test 
target with a dimension of 63 mm  ×  63 mm. Figure  9(a) 
shows the reconstructed intensity distribution at the entrance 
plane with obvious diffraction fringes. Figure  9(b) shows 
the reconstructed images at the focusing lens plane. A mag-
nified portion of the reconstructed test target is shown in  
figure 9(c). The completely distinguishable line pair is group 
0, line 2 (marked by red dashed lines in figure 9(c)) with 1.12 
lines pairs per mm. There should actually be three lines in 
that line group, however only two lines are distinguishable 
from each other. The distance between the two recognizable 
lines is about 1.05 mm. The resolution is lower in this case 
as, due to the undersized mirror LM, the higher order infor-
mation was lost. However, besides the LM, there are several 
other intrinsic factors which limit the achievable resolution 
of the final reconstruction. The first one is the performance 
of the recording device, which determines the accuracy of 
the recorded diffraction pattern. Although the phase plate, 
regarded as a strong scattering object, reduces the dynamic 
range demands on the recording device, the high-order  
diffraction pattern with weak intensity is always easily 
affected by noise and abandoned due to the limited NA of 
the device. Another factor which limits the resolution comes 
from the characterization precision of the phase plate. The 
strong scattering ability of the phase plate with random 
binary phase delay, 0 or π, makes it more difficult to recon-
struct with the ePIE algorithm. Pre-characterization preci-
sion obviously relies on the capability of ePIE, although 
positional errors have been corrected by other algorithms. 
The phase retrieval precision for the CMI cannot surpass 
ePIE in principle if the pre-characterization process does 
not employ other algorithms. This means that the CMI tech-
nique partially sacrifices its precision for faster convergence 
with the single-shot diffraction pattern compared to ePIE. 
Moreover, there is no doubt that the smaller unit size of the 
phase plate means faster convergence, but also causes more 
difficulty for the pre-characterization process with high 
accuracy. Rigid precision evaluation and its improvement 
will be taken up in subsequent works.

4. Conclusion

Accurate near-field wave-front diagnostics and focal-spot 
prediction are the basic diagnostic requirements of high-
power laser facilities. While wave-front diagnostics based on 
the Shack–Hartmann sensor face certain inherent limitations,  
a method based on phase retrieval appears to be more reli-
able, promising to give more flexibility and better results. 
In this paper, a novel phase retrieval algorithm based on 
phase modulation is employed for wave-front diagnostics, 
and its validity is demonstrated by a series of experiments 
on a diagnostic beam and seed pulse in our high-power laser 
system without activating the amplifiers. Its compact struc-
ture, including a CCD and pre-characterized phase plate, 
leads to a more flexible configuration no matter whether it is 
placed in the target chamber or any other part of the HPLF. 
Furthermore, only a single-shot diffraction pattern is suffi-
cient for wave-front reconstruction in any arbitrary plane by 
numerical calcul ations. These extensive applications could 
be employed in high-power laser facilities both for far-field 
prediction and near-field diagnostics after the necessary 
calibrations.
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